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Who would have thought following Ben Stokes’ heroic innings at Headingley in the late summer of 2019 that 

we would be facing the most severe pandemic in a century with over 100,000 people losing their lives? 

 

As the year unfolded it was clear that the 2020 season would be like no other. However, with the significant 

help and support from ECB, the Recreational Game did commence in July and 

by closely following the Government guidelines we did have “Adapted Cricket” 

and this was a small price to pay for us to play the game. We must also bear in 

mind that we were the only grassroots sport to come back in this period. 

Thankfully most clubs and leagues did play and we did not lose any clubs. 

 

During 2020 most of our staff were on furlough leave, but we provided a quality service through our 4 Heads 

of Region.  They have worked tirelessly throughout the year supporting all our clubs, leagues and communities 

– 80 leagues and 750 clubs whilst also bringing in excess £3,000,000 of funding outside cricket to support 

them in these most difficult times. Other examples of support are: 

 

• Dealing with Return to Cricket grant applications/offering advice and processing applications with 
ECB  

• Safe Hands Management System ensuring all clubs are inputting data  

• Core Cities Urban update 

• Street Chance  

• LA liaison regards tier 3/lockdown and the impact, immediate and into 2021 with regards to outdoor 
pitches 

• Numerous DBS initiations and verifications 

• Various club issues including lease issues/facility development support/All Stars/Dynamos updates 

• Yorkshire Schools Offer updates and dealing with enquiries 

• Coach Education and Officials Education 

• GOV UK Support Scheme – passing key messages to all clubs and support in applications 

• LA playing pitch strategies 

• Women & Girls Support & Guidance – general catch up with a number of clubs who had committed 
to developing opportunities in 2020 

• Connecting with Clubs & Leagues – emails/virtual meetings regards facility development/lease 
support/W&G 

 
We understand that countless hours of work from thousands of volunteers went into getting ready for the 

2020 season. We are so thankful for the huge role that volunteers play in local cricket, to ensure the game 

remains at the heart of our communities. 
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We know that all clubs, leagues and Associations will play a very important role in bringing communities 

together once we get past this difficult period of time. 

 

We shall continue to support all recreational cricket collectively the best way we possibly can, whilst 

ultimately supporting and keeping everyone safe.  

 

The County Club has continued to be extremely supportive of YCB as we continue to enhance our very strong 

collaboration within Yorkshire Cricket.  Mark Arthur, YCCC Chief Executive, has continued to significantly 

support the impetus of collaborative working – the whole of Yorkshire Cricket is so very grateful for his 

leadership.  

 

Thanks, must be made of the voluntary work of all Board officials and Sub-Committee Secretaries who put in 

so many unpaid hours for the benefit of the YCB together with all the League Council Secretaries and 

Chairmen. We are also absolutely indebted to Ray Knowles, our Senior Safeguarding Officer and to his 

Safeguarding team who work tirelessly as volunteers and deal with all safeguarding matters.  

 

Finally, I would like to record my sincere thanks to my fellow Directors, to everyone involved in Yorkshire 

Cricket and all at ECB- their support during this difficult and unprecedented year. 

 

 
ANDREW WATSON 

Managing Director 

Yorkshire Cricket Board  
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County Age Group 
 

In what was an extremely difficult year for junior cricket, some of Yorkshire’s future stars still managed to 

take to the field to display their skills. 

 

Boys County Age Group 
 

Yorkshire’s County Age-Group programme played a combined total of 31 matches across six teams after 

recreational cricket was given the go-ahead from late July. 

 

Under 10s, 11s, 12s, 13s, 14s and 15s all played meaningful cricket, 

allowing players to progress and coaches to select squads for upcoming 

assignments such as winter training and this summer’s programme. 

 

“All matches were played with the emphasis being on learning, rather 

than win or lose,” explained Yorkshire’s CAG performance manager Jim 

Love. 

 

Intra-squad games (12 in total) were played from under 10s-12s, while 

local rivals Durham, Lancashire and Nottinghamshire were opponents for under 13s-15s. 

 

The latter three age-groups played a combined total of 19 matches, allowing future Pathways squads to be 

selected - Gold 2 (under 15s), Gold 3 (under 14s) and Gold 4 (under 13s). 

 

Unfortunately, no under 18s cricket was played, but the Gold 1 for that age-group squad has been selected in 

conjunction with YCCC staff. 

 

Girls County Age Group 
 

Squad training sessions and games were possible throughout August and September with opportunities given 

to as many as possible of those players who were in the last year at their age group.  It was also encouraging 

to see newly qualified younger female coaches volunteer to support training and games with Kevin Gresham 

and Jane Hildreth. The matches played were: 

 

U13 - Games against Durham (4 x T20s), Lancashire (2 xT20s) and Notts (2 x T20s).   

 

U15 – 2 x T20 fixtures with Lancashire and 2 x T20 v North East Warriors (Durham/Northumberland). Weather 

affected other planned games. 1 squad member called into Diamonds Development Squad for games. 

 

U17 – T20 fixtures with Lancashire (home and away), games with Notts unfortunately rained off.  2 x squad 

members called up to Diamonds Development Squad for games. 
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Observation sessions took place at York CC and Harrogate CC for u11, u13 and u15 after nominations from 

clubs. 

 

Outdoor training for the Diamonds Regional Development Squad also took place during August and 2 games 

were played (Lancashire (won), Durham/Northumberland (combined) (won)).  This initiative has now come 

to an end with the set-up of the 8 Regional Centres of Excellence where Academy programmes will now be in 

place.  
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Recreational Cricket 
 

Despite the enormous challenges that faced all recreational sport in 2020 – we had cricket!! All the Yorkshire 

Premier Leagues managed to adapt and put on exciting and meaningful cricket. Well done to everybody 

involved! Thanks to the respective leagues for submitting the following reports: 

 

Bradford Premier League 
 

The Gordon Rigg Bradford Premier League opted to suspend its normal league and cup competition for 2020 

and arranged League Cup competitions for each of its eight divisions plus two Sunday T20 competitions. 

 

The League Cups were played on a 40-over per side format with the teams in each division split into East and 

West sections to reduce travel. 

 

With no promotion or relegation to worry about, plus the absence of overseas and county players, the teams 

seemed more eager to give young players the opportunity to make their mark with bat or ball. There was also 

a welcome rapport between players and umpires. It is to be hoped this continues when league championship 

or vital points to avoid relegation are at stake in 2021. 

 

Right across the divisions it was noticeable just how many people were watching the matches and providing 

much needed support to clubs. Covid-19 did lead to some games not being played as teams had to isolate. 

The most notable casualty was the Premier Division play-off final between Pudsey St Lawrence and Townville. 

Both had played some fine cricket to win their respective sections but guaranteeing everybody’s health and 

well-being was far more important than playing the game. 

 

It was fitting in a season where young players received opportunities to 

shine that one should take centre stage and dominate the Division One 

League Cup final. Seventeen-year-old Jacob Slator had found runs hard to 

come by for Pudsey Congs before the clash with Birstall, but all that was to 

change as he made a brilliant 128 and followed up with 3-30 as he helped 

his side to an 83-run win. Slator was not the only young starlet to sparkle 

for Congs. Fourteen-year-old Sabir Mahmood made 57 while adding 158 

for the second wicket with Slator. 

 

Jer Lane added another trophy to their collection by beating up-and-coming Sandal by 52 runs in the Division 

Two League Cup final. 

 

Altofts rounded off an unbeaten campaign by defeating Rodley by five wickets in a match which proved to be 

the last watched by their wonderful club stalwart Clive Jackson who died in November. In recognition of his 

60 years of service to the Lock Lane club, the Bradford Premier League decided to award him its highest 

honour, the Sir Leonard Hutton Trophy. It is only the second time in the league’s 117-year history that it has 

been awarded posthumously. 
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The four second team cup competitions were well supported. Batley defeated Bradford & Bingley by just one 

run in the Premier final, while Pudsey Congs, Sandal and Crossbank Methodists won the Division One, Two 

and Three competitions respectively against Baildon, Ossett and Scholes. 

 

 

The Group A T20 Cup saw Hanging Heaton lift the trophy for the third time 

in four seasons.  Big-hitting David Stiff smashed 68 from just 19 balls to 

propel Hanging Heaton to 207-5 before Bradford & Bingley were 

dismissed for 147. 

 

 

 

 

 

Northowram Fields defeated Sandal by 78 runs in the Group B final thanks 

to 67 and 3-18 from all-rounder Tom Clee who was on loan from 

Woodlands.  

 

After a challenging summer it was pleasing that the cricket provided plenty of enjoyment. 

 

Yorkshire Premier League North 

 
2 of the 12 teams in the ECB Premier League chose not 

to participate because of Covid-19 restrictions and the 

remaining 10 teams played a league competition, with 

modified playing conditions, where each team played 

all of the others either home or away in a 9 week season 

from July 18th to Sept 12th. The title was secured by 

Dunnington when they beat Castleford on the final day.  

 

Two groups of 3 teams took part in a Premier Sunday T20 competition where the winners of each group 

played each other in a hotly contested final at Sheriff Hutton Bridge. York fittingly passed the hosts total off 

the penultimate ball to win a one-off trophy commissioned by the League in memory of former York captain 

Dan Woods who had lost his battle against cancer earlier in the year. 

 

Below the ECB Premier League, about 30 teams chose not to participate and the remainder were re-allocated 

into divisions of 10 teams in order to minimise travel. There was also a Sunday Division comprising 10 teams. 

Each division played a 9 week season, again with modified playing conditions. York II, Knaresborough and 

Beverley won the three ‘First’ Divisions. 

 

There was also a Sunday T20 competition at this level which was won by Sutton-on-Hull. 
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Yorkshire South Premier League 

 
The eagerly anticipated ‘Return to Cricket’ became a reality on 18 July, when the League launched a 40-over 

competition based on Royal London Cup rules, with the 12 teams zoned into two groups, East and West, the 

winners of which would meet in an end-of-season finale. 

 

Fears that social distancing and sanitising measures might take away the character of the game we know and 

love, proved largely groundless. Players adapted well; whilst sensible sanitising arrangements and 

sympathetic umpiring ensured that games moved smoothly and at a brisk pace. Even the weather was kind, 

and the lack of dressing rooms proved only a minor inconvenience. Largely starved of live sport, spectators 

attended games in above average numbers. Only one game had to be postponed due to Covid concerns, and 

this was played at the end of the season. 

 

On the field, there were opportunities for many younger and second XI players in the absence of the majority 

of overseas players and paid professionals, as clubs cut their coats according to their cloth. Whilst this 

undoubtedly had an impact on the quality of the cricket, there was much to savour in the cricket that did take 

place. 

 

A narrow early win over main rivals Treeton in the Eastern group put reigning champions Doncaster Town in 

control, and they led throughout. ‘The Town’ lost only to Elsecar in the final game, and they finished four 

points clear of the Washfield Lane side. The outcome of the Western group remained in doubt to the end. 

Sheffield Collegiate won their first five games, but then won only once in the second half of the campaign; 

Whitley Hall put together a five-match winning run, after a postponed second game and a defeat in their 

third, which enabled them to draw level with Collegiate with a game in hand after the penultimate weekend; 

whilst Wakefield Thornes, also with a game in hand, and playing the top two over the last weekend, had an 

outside chance. In the event, whilst both the top two lost on the final Saturday, the rearranged fixture the 

following day proved decisive – with Whitley Hall reaching the final thanks to a seven-wicket win over 

Thornes. 

 

The final was played in glorious sunshine in front of a healthy 

crowd at Treeton on 19 September. After winning the toss, 

Doncaster elected to bat first but lost wickets more regularly 

than they would have hoped. When Bilal Anjam departed for a 

fine 47 at 125-7, it was skipper James Ward whose unbeaten 39 

off 33 balls took them to 167-9 in their 40 overs. Abhishek 

Kulkarni, with 3-37, spearheaded a fine bowling performance 

by the Baxter Field side. One of the young stars of the season, 

Doncaster’s Robert Heyes, took four of the first five wickets to 

fall in a lively spell, but it was a fourth wicket stand of 79 between Neil Longhurst and Danial Rafiq that proved 

crucial. After Heyes dismissed Rafiq for an aggressive 51 off 56 balls, Whitley Hall slipped to 135-6, but the 

experienced Longhurst saw them home with an unbeaten 54, that won him the man-of-the-match award. 

Skipper James Moorhouse lifted the Jack Bland Trophy, named after the legendary South Yorkshire coach and 

administrator who had died earlier in the year. 
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The winners – Whitley Hall CC 

 

The talented Andre Bradford of Hallam won the batting averages, whilst Treeton’s evergreen Steve Foster 

scored most runs, 373 – also taking 15 wickets to making him the leading all-rounder. Sheffield Collegiate 

opening bowler Robert Shaw won the bowling averages, with Heyes and Kieran Watson of Appleby 

Frodingham taking the most wickets (21). Heyes also returned the best bowling figures – 6-7 against Tickhill 

– whilst his team-mate James Stewart recorded the highest score (137), also against the same opposition.  

This was one of four centuries recorded in the competition, and in that innings, he also shared in the highest 

partnership – 160 for the first wicket with Bilal Anjam. The top wicket-keeper was Sam Hunt of Sheffield 

Collegiate, with 17 victims, and Sam Drury of Treeton was the leading fielder, with 14 fielding wickets – four 

ahead of his nearest challenger. 

 

Appleby Frodingham made an encouraging return to the League on their promotion from the SYSCL – earning 

four wins and pushing group-winners Doncaster Town hard in both their games. Newcomers Cawthorne won 

the first league derby with their neighbours from Shaw Lane, and were the first team to lower Sheffield 

Collegiate’s colours. They too will have been encouraged by their showing, with young bowlers Aaron Feroz 

and Ben Cliffe sharing 26 wickets between then.  

 

Off the field, the main news of the season was that agreement was reached to merge the League with the 

South Yorkshire Senior Cricket League, under the new name of the Yorkshire Cricket Southern Premier 

League, from 2021. The new league will have over sixty clubs with in excess of 120 teams playing in ten 

divisions, and putting it on a comparable footing with other Premier Leagues throughout the UK.  

 

Darlington building society North Yorkshire and South Durham ECB Premier League 

review of 2020 
 

The NYSD were the first UK league to break cover in March 2020 in recognising that a crisis was looming and 

suggesting it would be wise to put contingency plans in place sooner rather than later. Our initial plans were 

published in mid-March and they must have struck a chord as they were ‘lifted’ from our website almost in 

their entirety by a number of other eagle-eyed leagues around the country – a bit of a shame we hadn’t 

copyrighted them! 

 

As the balmy (and barmy) days of late March and April rolled into May it seemed ever more likely that the 

whole season might be lost, but it helped to have an inside track to the governing body which enabled us to 
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remain reasonably optimistic – on the back of this we kept updating our plans to ensure we were ready to go 

should the opportunity arise, even if it meant playing for just a month or two.  

 

It is probably true to say the period from March to July 2020 was one of the most challenging ever faced by 

cricket administrators, but every credit must go to the ECB for their dogged determination in signposting a 

return to play in extraordinarily testing circumstances. July the 18th proved to be the starting point for the 

NYSD – our contingency plans able to be invoked immediately after clubs had been given several weeks of 

‘warm up’ so they were ready to go.  

 

To get in as much cricket as we did during what was in effect a two month ‘season’ when normally we have 

five months, was quite remarkable looking back. That we played a full half season with league cricket in the 

usual format, the most of any Premier League in the country, as well as an intensive cup programme for all 

levels running through every evening from the second half of July to mid-August, plus a junior offering, was 

testament to the pent-up appetite to play the game and the goodwill and organizational skills of our clubs. 

The ‘thirst’ for playing and spectating action after weeks of lockdown was never more evident than in the 

large attendances that many matches enjoyed. 

 

Our clubs had never before been faced with such demands and challenges – risk assessments, protocols, 

Government guidance, ECB guidance, special measures both on and off the field, and so on. If the season had 

been lost the tremendous inspiration provided by the wonderful World Cup summer of 2019 could well have 

been lost, but the brilliant efforts of our clubs ensured that cricket was alive and thriving in our little corner 

of the world.  

 

In the final analysis nine league championships and seven cups were completed. The most obvious effect of 

Covid-19 on NYSD Premier Division cricket was that overseas players were unable to enter the country. There 

were clubs who had deals with overseas pros arranged and were expecting overseas amateurs to boost their 

ranks to boot. All such plans changed as the impact of the virus became apparent. Those clubs who had gone 

down the route of employing professionals based in the UK were thus handed an advantage, one which 

factored heavily in the decision to forego promotion & relegation in the 2020 season. 

 

Five clubs kept themselves in the hunt 

for the Premier title until deep into the 

season, the lead changed hands many 

times, and mathematically any of the 

five could still have won the 

championship on the final day. It was 

Richmondshire who would prevail, and 

then go on to take their first ever League 

/ Kerridge Cup double. The Dalesmen’s 

triumph was their fifth in nine years, 

during which time they were also 

crowned national club champions (in 

2018) – a phenomenal record. 

Richmondshire NYSD Premier Champions 
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Their remarkable consistency began in 2012, coincidentally the same year that Gary Pratt joined as the 

professional. Pratt led the way with the bat again, the leading run scorer across all NYSD cricket including 358 

at 44.75 in the league. Teammate Matthew Cowling topped the amateur averages, one of only two amateurs 

to top 300 runs, his 301 coming at 60.20. 

 

Runners-up Middlesbrough’s sustained effort was built around the success of spin pairing Toby Bulcock and 

Matthew Bell. Having been a mere boundary away from relegation in 2019, Boro’s acquisition of Bulcock as 

pro proved an inspired choice. 34 league wickets led the NYSD, those victims taken at 9.06 each. Fellow leftie 

Bell provided great support with 21 wickets at an even more miserly 7.00 each, an average that earned him 

the bowling award.  

 

Bell, who had returned from his successful spell at Normanby Hall to captain Boro was not content with his 

wicket haul, he also scored 328 runs at 36.44 for the leading amateur tally. The final standings had Boro a 

single point behind the champions, but Richmondshire’s 6-point gap prior to the final game meant they knew 

any win would be enough, and they duly delivered against Saltburn. 

 

Hartlepool were snapping at the heels of the leaders for much of the latter half of the season, their best 

campaign in many years. New pro Paul Braithwaite flourished at Park Drive, the leading run scorer in the 

league with 384 at 54.86, and the addition of 29 wickets at 12.3 represented an excellent return. Neil 

Whitworth joined Braithwaite in the move across town from Seaton Carew and his season was no less 

spectacular, with 269 runs at 53.8 and 25 wickets at 11.72. Allied to the contribution from their second pro 

James Lowe, and the runs of promising young opener Harry Crawshaw, whose 267 included three half 

centuries, it is easy to see why Pool were a force and may well be once more in 2021. 

 

Marton faltered in the latter stages of the season having been in the thick of the chase, as did newly promoted 

Saltburn, but the wickets of u-21players Fezzy Hussain for Marton (26 at 11.62) and Saltburn’s Alex Smith (25 

at 15.28) emphasised just how productive a year it was for spinners in the top level of NYSD cricket, especially 

left armers. The crown of leading amateur wicket taker, however, was claimed by Billingham paceman Tom 

Wing who ended with 27 wickets at 15.07, though his side’s challenge faded away a little after a strong start. 

 

 

Having secured the title the day before, Richmondshire 

doubled up on the final Sunday of the season with a big win 

in the Kerridge Cup Final at Thornaby. Skipper Bob Carr  was 

the hero, a rare Kerridge Final century the basis of an 

insurmountable total. Carr’s 117 not out drove his side to 

240/3 in 40 overs and a margin of victory in excess of 100 

runs. 
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In the Teesside University Macmillan Cup T20, Hartlepool 

emerged victorious in the final at Stokesley. It was that 

man Whitworth again, a player-of-the-match 67* from 55 

balls and 2/11 meaning Pool won by a convincing 66 runs 

having posted 152/6. The ex-Blackhall all-rounder ended 

up as both leading run scorer and leading wicket taker in 

the Macmillan competition to complete a season to 

remember. 

 

 

 

When the curtain finally came down on the most unique of seasons, there was almost a collective sigh of 

relief from league and club administrators alike that so much had been accomplished, and most importantly 

had been accomplished so safely. And there was also a feeling of immense satisfaction that the NYSD had 

managed to provide some tremendous relief for local communities who had relished the chance for some 

freedom from the restrictive curse of Covid.  

 

Those few hours on a weekend, lapping up some live cricketing action with meaning, proved a wonderful 

release for so many, this never better demonstrated than in the avalanche of congratulations and thanks sent 

to the League from clubs, players and supporters. The volume of praise was humbling, as was the final 

message sent by the ECB -  ‘Very well done to all in the NYSD League, and yourself, for your spirited approach 

in finding pragmatic solutions to the challenges faced and providing wise counsel to the rest of the Premier 

League community.’ 

 

Chris West 

President 

 

 NYSD POY Neil Whitworth 

 

 

West Yorkshire area Cricket League Council (Chairman’s report)  
 

On behalf of the WYACLC Executive I would like to extend a huge “Thank You” for the way in which you have 

all ensured that League Cricket could continue to be played in some form in our Leagues throughout this 

curtailed season. It has been without doubt the most challenging season we have ever faced in modern times 
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having had to deal with something unprecedented. To highlight this situation I will use as an example of how 

badly this has affected our local league scene by the fact in my own Halifax League this is the first season that 

the Parish Cup has not been contested since it commenced in 1888, yet it was competed for each year 

throughout both the 1st & 2nd World Wars. We should all be immensely proud of what we have achieved 

together this year to get the game on and as much cricket played as we did. I would like to thank all the 

officials, players, grounds staff, umpires and volunteers that have made this happen across all our Leagues 

because there has been a lot to do behind the scenes. 

 

Congratulations to all those clubs who have won their respective Leagues this season, but this year is not 

about winning silverware, just getting cricket played across the senior leagues and junior leagues has been a 

massive achievement. It looked like for a long time there would be no cricket at all especially when the Prime 

Minister Boris Johnson dramatically described the humble cricket ball as a 'natural vector of disease' in the 

House of Commons, but when Boris consulted the third umpire in early July we were given the green light to 

play cricket in a Covid secure environment and with Covid rules added to our playing conditions. Leagues then 

set their own bespoke formats so cricket could be started, with most Leagues completing almost half a season 

of competitive games played.   

 

We have received excellent support, guidance and regular updates from the ECB and YCB and I must pay 

tribute to our West Yorkshire Area Cricket Development Manager Steve Archer who has gone above and 

beyond to ensure cricket has been played across West Yorkshire. All the work that has gone on behind the 

scenes with the local authorities to ensure cricket could take place safely has been outstanding and without 

his efforts it’s very likely the season would have been suspended when the local lockdowns were brought in.  

 

The Calder Grove CC Food Bank 

 
Along with all the incredible work involved in putting on cricket in 2020, clubs have also looked to help out in 

their local communities. One amazing example is the food bank that has been set up at Calder Grove CC. 

Here’s their story:   

 

 “The CGCC Food Bank is a non-profit organisation providing assistance with food supplies to households 

requiring support and trying to alleviate poverty in its local community.  

 

We distribute mostly donated food to residents 

in our surrounding area. We operate 

predominantly within a 4.5 mile radius of Calder 

Grove Cricket Club, having been founded by 

members of the Club. We deliver around 100 

essential food parcels a week, as well as trying to 

provide ancillary support (e.g., access to clothing, 

toys, toiletries, and other services).  

 

We originally intended to be a pop-up food bank, 

operating for just 2 weeks in April in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, but now that we have seen the need 

for support in our local area, we have turned the CGCC Food Bank into a permanent service.  

https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/boris-johnson
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/coronavirus
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Seeing the impact that we can have on the lives of people within our community is overwhelming. Many 

people don't realise the struggles which households are facing within a few miles of their own doorstep. Some 

of the people we assist require support for medical reasons, others have fallen on hard times as a result of 

the Covid-19 pandemic and some have always had a tough time. We all regularly take our day to day essentials 

for granted, without a second thought, but for some people it’s just not that simple. We're really proud to be 

able to support the households that need it. They are so appreciative for even the simplest of things.  

 

We receive referrals from lots of different sources now that we have established ourselves as a permanent 

service. We are in regular communication with the Council's financial welfare team and with organisations 

such as CashWise and Live Well Wakefield. Residents in need of support also contact us directly, as we 

advertise as widely as we possibly can on social media.  

 

It seems that a lot of people either find it difficult to ask for additional support or don’t know how to access 

it. It’s one reason why we try to keep our offering simple - we remove the bureaucracy and any judgment. 

Our mission is straightforward - we supply food parcels to those households that require our support to try 

to alleviate poverty in our community.  

 

We support people in a friendly and discreet manner. We are just normal people from the community that 

have come together to support our neighbours across the district. 

 

We have built a new structure at Calder Grove Cricket 

Club which is now our new home. We have been able 

to do this thanks to the incredible generosity of our 

local community, who have helped us to fundraise the 

amount needed for materials, and thanks to some 

amazing skilled volunteers who have given up their 

weekends and not charged us a single penny for their 

labour!  

 

It can be an emotional rollercoaster at times, but we’re incredibly proud of every single person that has been 

involved in the CGCC Food Bank so far, whether it be volunteering their time, donating food, contributing 

financially or just helping to spread the word about our existence.” 

 

Well done to everyone at Calder Grove on a remarkable effort! 

 

Women and Girls Cricket 

 
Women and Girls Cricket continued to flourish, notwithstanding the difficulties presented to it.  

 

Throughout September 2020 the cricket community joined together to celebrate “Women’s Big Cricket 

Month” which was a huge success, seeing new and existing players take to the field in record numbers. During 

the course of that month there were over 62 female only events arranged throughout Yorkshire ranging from 
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playing matches to social events and coach education. A significant number of new women and girls teams 

attended these events which was great to see. 

 

Included among the wide variety of organised events were: 

 

• 36 Participation Events 

• 6 Pathway Events 

• 4 Profile Events 

• 2 Womens Only Coach Education Courses 

 

 

South Yorkshire delivered a full Women’s 

cricket programme, with 12 teams taking 

part and ending the year with a finals day at 

the Don Valley Bowl in Sheffield which is 

part of the ECB/YCB non turf pitch 

programme. We saw a great final between 

Sheffield Collegiate & Hatfield Town CC, 

with  Sheffield winning in a close fought 

battle. 

 

 

 

There are so many great stories around the growth of women’s cricket across the county. We’ve picked just 

a couple of those to share below. 

 

Bradford Park Avenue Ladies CC 

 

In August 2019, a charity ladies’ soft ball cricket match was 

played at Park Avenue Cricket Ground in Bradford. The day 

was such a success and inspired so many of the 

participants that within a few days, Bradford Park Avenue 

Ladies CC (BPALCC) was founded. 

 

The club draws its membership from a variety of 

communities and family backgrounds. Almost all have one 

thing in common – they have been around cricket for most 

of their lives, supporting partners and children. Now they 

have their own opportunity to play. Kirsty Gavillet, BPALCC Chair explained the club’s goal is to “provide a 

safe, fun and inclusive place for women and girls to feel comfortable to play, regardless of ability, race, 

religion or sexual orientation.”  

 

12 months on, the club has a settled structure and playing offer with an ambitious five-year development 

plan in place. Kirsty also has thoughts on what makes it such a special place to play cricket. “I think it offers 

something other ladies’ teams don't. Inclusivity and full focus. Most ladies’ teams are part of a men's club 
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who have a women's team. BPALCC is a women's club for women. Therefore, we give them our full 

commitment.”  

 

Currently the club has 47 senior and 27 junior members who can access a variety of coaching and playing 

options free of charge. These include a 1st XI and Super 8 team playing ‘Hard ball cricket’ and regular social 

‘Soft ball’ matches as well as weekly training sessions for all. 

 

For juniors, the ECB’s flagship All Stars Cricket programme has given a fantastic first experience of cricket to 

the club’s girls who now have an eye on playing competitive cricket in the local junior leagues in 2021. But it 

doesn’t end there as Parveen Malik, the club’s Junior Lead explains, “My vision as the Junior Girls Lead is to 

provide a safe haven for girls up to 15 years, to have fun, make friendships and to feel a sense of belonging 

through cricket. Alongside this, the 5-year plan is to have an u9/u11/U13s/u15 girls’ team.” Positive role 

models, improved mental and physical health, lifelong friendships, community engagement, breaking down 

barriers and negative stereotypes – all delivered by women for women & girls at BPALCC. 

 

Tickhill Cricket Club 

 

Nicola Saunders, Tickhill W&G founder, captain and committee member talks about the rapid growth of 

women’s cricket at her club.  

 

“Initially it was supporting men’s cricket with cricket teas through friends and then I was approached by club 

president Michael Ford to create a W&G's section and 'hey presto' we made it happen. 

 

The impact of developing the section has increased my social interaction (making friends), fitness levels and 

assisted my mental wellbeing as I have a very stressful day job in business development. 

 

I run the Allstars with a team of women, I run 2 W&G softball teams and a newly formed hardball team. We 

are also working towards creating a Tickhill Cricket Tots to reach out to more age groups. We are creating a 

fully inclusive environment and being welcomed so warmly by the men’s section. 4 of our ladies have already 

played with the Academy Hardball team.  

 

We have a great following and the men enjoy watching us as much as we do them. Our age rage is currently 

11 years to 70 promoting that inclusivity. We are also developing 3 women into trained ECB level 1 coaches. 

My vision is to ensure cricket is inclusive for all ages, abilities and disabilities. One day I would love to see a 

senior walking cricket team. Tickhill Cricket Tots is a work in progress and disability cricket would be totally 

awesome. My hope is to develop our W&G to county and then country level. Also to see more girls play in 

the men’s league. This will take a lot of time and dedication, but we are determined to get there. We have 

been provided excellent support from the club and YCB. We have been in the local newspapers and regional 

TV showcasing our efforts.... What next, perhaps a full blown documentary!” 
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Disability Cricket 
 

Lords Taverners SUPER 1S 

 

2020 saw a challenging year for our SUPER 1S programme in partnership with the Lord Taverners with our 

Disability Development Manager Rohan Randhawa leading on the initiative. The aim of the programme is to 

give young people aged 12-25 with disabilities the chance to regularly play cricket within their communities 

for FREE. Prior to COVID-19 restrictions there were 8 HUBS spanning across the county in Sheffield, Bradford, 

York, Huddersfield, Dewsbury, Hull, Barnsley, and Halifax with over 100 participants attending weekly 

sessions delivered by the YCB. 

 

This year Yorkshire proved itself yet again to still have one of the most impactful SUPER 1S programmes across 

the country by adapting to the frequently changing environment and offering free cricketing opportunities to 

over 100 participants with varying ability levels from all backgrounds via online activity sessions supporting 

our HUBS on platforms such as zoom that have become the new norm.  

 

The impact has been life changing for a large proportion of participants, who the pandemic has hit particularly 

hard as it has taken away any opportunities of vital social contact with friends that HUB sessions provide and 

is crucial to disabled people. This can result in direct negative effects on participants mental health, the 

weekly sessions online have been able to keep lifting spirits and provide a constant reminder that they are 

part of the SUPER 1S family and not alone.    

 

We were also able to host another Unity of the roses SUPER1S 1s event online in partnership with Lancashire 

CB that including YCCC Pro Will Fraine and Lancashire CCC pro Rob Jones helping with a Q&A session that 

provided participants will a valuable experience to hear about life and cricket from a professional cricketer’s 

perspective with some tips on dealing with mental health issues.    
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Another major highlight of 2020 was York SUPER 

1S participant ‘Kian James’ (pictured here) being 

the face of the Lords Taverners national campaign 

labelled ‘ISOL8’ that raised awareness of isolation 

and loneliness for disabled people throughout 

the pandemic and help to raise crucial funds to 

support all programmes. Kian managed to raise 

over £35,000 for the charity by sharing his story 

through an impactful video that drew the 

attention of thousands of people across the UK. 

 

Lords Taverners Table Cricket 

 

Table cricket is an adapted version of cricket, played on a table tennis table and specially designed to give 

young people with a disability the chance to play and compete in the sport we all love. In previous years 

Yorkshire has delivered the programme to over 50 SEND schools and community centres supporting close to 

2,000 participants county wide.  

 

Due to government restrictions on 

physical delivery in schools we focused 

most of our attention on delivering 

teacher training workshops in 2020 to 

over 50 teachers across the county so they 

were upskilled to relay the information 

back to their participants at their own 

schools without the coach being present 

and play the game on their own terms on 

a more frequent basis.  

 

This summer with restrictions being eased 

we are planning on physical delivery to as 

many schools as possible before the summer holidays so that every child in Yorkshire has the equal 

opportunity to take part in this fantastic game that changes lives. 

 

Yorkshire Terriers  

 

In 2020 the Yorkshire terriers were lucky to be able to play 5 

consecutive fixtures across 5 weekends when the restrictions relaxed 

due to a team effort of organising fixtures and oppositions on short 

notice and displayed great performances in both hardball cricket and 

softball cricket. 

 

The Squad have agreed to enter a hardball team into the ECB D40 

league this season alongside their current S9’S softball team for the 

first time in many years due to the increasing player pool. This is a 
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major positive step for disability cricket across Yorkshire as the county is frequently drawing in new talent 

across the regions to join the talented squad of both male and female cricketers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are interested in taking part or knowing more about disability cricket, please contact Disability 

Development Manager ‘Rohan Randhawa’ on the below contact details- 

Email- r.randhawa@yorkshirecb.com  

Phone- 07519122246 

 

ECB Competitions 

 
Indoor 6 a Side Competition 2019/20 

 
On Sunday 26th January 2020, the Yorkshire Final of the ECB Indoor 6 a Side Competition took place at 

Headingley between Woodlands CC (West Yorkshire winners) and Sheffield University CC (South Yorkshire 

winners). 

 

Put in to bat, Woodlands CC scored 108 for 5 in their 12 overs. In reply, Sheffield University CC were bowled 

out for 55 for 6 in 8.3 overs. There were 5 run outs in the Woodlands innings and 4 run outs and a stumping 

in the Sheffield University innings. The standard of fielding on show was very high on both sides. Jackson and 

Collins (Woodlands) were the only bowlers to take wickets in the match. 

 

On Sunday 23rd February, the County Play Off game between Woodlands CC (Yorkshire Champions) and 

Cherry Willingham CC (Lincolnshire) took place at Headingley. Cherry Willingham CC won the toss and asked 

Woodlands CC to bat. In their 12overs Woodlands CC scored 131-1, with Jackson (26*), Richardson (25*), Bilal 

(26*) and Collins (21*) scoring the bulk of these runs. In reply, Cherry Willingham lost wickets at regular 

intervals and never quite kept up with the required scoring rate, finishing on 86 for 4 at the end of their 12 

overs. The game was played in a great spirit by both teams.  

 

Woodlands emerged as winners at The Regional Finals played at Bolton Arena on 8th March. 

mailto:r.randhawa@yorkshirecb.com
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However, the effects of the National Lockdown meant that initially the National Final (to be played at The 

Indoor School at Lord’s) on 29th March was postponed until October. However, sadly it never took place as 

Covid19 made the playing of indoor sport impossible to conduct safely. Congratulations to Woodlands for 

getting so far, and commiserations on not having had the chance to become National Champions in 2020. 

 

ECB U-13/15 T20 Vitality Competitions 2020. 

 

A decision was made that neither competition could take place in the 2020 season. So disappointing for all 

involved but keeping people safe from Covid19 was the priority. There’s always 2021 to look forward to. 

 

(Stephen Pickles – Competition Organiser) 
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The Cricket Workforce 
 

The YCB team 

  
Despite the difficulties of 2020, there was still a huge amount of work undertaken by our Heads of Region 

(Gareth Davis, Steve Archer, Richard Wilkinson and James Martin) across Yorkshire to protect our clubs, with 

a clear focus on ensuring that all of our clubs could “keep their lights on” and be ready to return to the game 

once we are permitted to do so.  

 

The Heads of Region have been available to, and in contact with, our clubs throughout the year to offer a full 

range of support, in particular in relation to finances. A huge thanks to all the leagues for helping them to 

share all the information that has been sent by ECB, YCB & key partners which they have distributed to their 

clubs and shared across their social media channels, ensuring all receive the information, from clubs to the 

wider cricket audiences. 

 

Clubs have been kept up to date with the emergency funding support they can apply for from various 

organisations. From a combination of the Government & Sport England our clubs, supported by our Heads of 

Region, have received over £3,000,000 to help them survive. 

 

A huge thank you to the Government and Sport England for the financial support they have provided in such 

a challenging time for our clubs. 

 

The ECB Return to cricket programme has enabled us to follow up the work done by Government and Sport 

England to ensure all our clubs are protected.   

 

Schools Cricket 
 

During 2020 our staff were still determined to get children playing cricket in schools, notwithstanding that 

some of the usual schools programmes couldn’t run. The “YCB schools offer” was developed which was a 

programme designed to support schools in continuing physical activity for children in primary schools with a 

cricket theme. Our CCOs supported teachers in planning and delivery of the sessions, whilst ensuring a Covid 

safe session was delivered and received. We felt this was a huge opportunity to support schools and show 

that cricket is a sport that can be socially distanced and which cares about supporting schools and children in 

difficult times. We offered this programme to as many schools as possible through the CCO delivery team. 

The response from the schools was great and the children loved getting outside and having cricket themed 

fun! 
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Coach Education 

 
Dale Kerruish (Coach Development Manager) explains a very different year for the Coach Ed team: 

 
“What a strange year we’ve had, it’s certainly brought its challenges! We managed to complete the 

Foundation I courses we were running prior to the first lockdown, although we did have a couple of L2s part 

way through. We managed to finish these virtually with a face to face assessment as the first lockdown eased.  

 

This got us thinking, could we offer learners a blended learning programme for the Level 2 that would be 

endorsed by the ECB and 1st4sport? The answer was yes! We got to work on a set of virtual classrooms that 

were aligned to the NOS standards with face to face assessment days delivered safely outside at clubs. This 

worked well and kept minds active and gave the learners a real focus through the very strange climate we 

found ourselves in. 

 

It certainly has given us a chance to reflect and look at the way we operate and streamline what we do. Also 

look at how we can support clubs with training for juniors and adults alike that want to volunteer their time 

to support junior cricket etc. 

 

3 new courses are to land during 2021.  

• Yorkshire Cricket Introduction to Coaching – details coming soon through your CCDM 

• ECB Support Coach course for 16years + 

• ECB Foundation 2 Coach Programme to build on your knowledge developed during your Foundation 

I 

We are planning a series of virtual CPD opportunities for ECBCA members, we look forward to seeing you 

there. 

 

If you are a group that may be interested in offering this opportunity to local coaches please get in touch. 

On behalf of the Yorkshire Cricket Coach Development I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for 

your support over the last 12 months and very much look forward to working with you in the future.” 
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Officials 

 
Traditionally match officials have been predominantly recruited from ex-players but in 2020, as part of the 

ECB Inspiring Generations. it was decided to expand this recruitment.  Whilst ex-players will always be 

welcome as officials, a decision was made to look at other potential areas of officials’ recruitment and the 

YCB Match Officials Association was formed and five potential recruitment areas were identified in addition 

to the traditional one. 

 

Women’s and Girls’ cricket has been an area of unprecedented growth in the game but this has not been 

transferred into officiating, despite the fact that the majority of women say that they enjoy umpiring when 

called upon to stand for a number of overs in games in which they are playing.  In 2020 ECB established a new 

50 over tournament for the professional domestic women’s game named after England’s first World Cup 

winning captain, Rachel Heyhoe Flint.  This also marked the start of ECB’s new officiating pathway in women’s 

cricket.  Ten recreational women umpires from across the country were recruited to stand in the competition.  

Two were from Yorkshire, to be increased to three for 2021 as the scheme is expanded to the Women’s 

County Championship, providing huge opportunities for women to make the transition from the recreational 

game to the professional one if they wish to. 

 

Another area for potential new recruits is the young officials (16 to 25).  The development of Dynamos 

includes time on umpiring and scoring emphasising that these activities are as much part of the game as 

batting, bowling and fielding.  Over the years relationships have been established with the organisers of youth 

festivals to provide officials for them and this will continue in 2021 with cohorts of young officials being 

provided for under 13 and under 15 festivals in July and August. 

 

Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities (BAME) feature prominently in playing but have traditionally 

been under-represented in officiating.  This is another potential recruitment ground and several courses, 

specifically designed for BAME umpires have been held in the past with more to be arranged for the future.   

The advent of initiatives such as All Stars and Dynamos is introducing many new people to the game.  This is 

not just young players but also their parents accompanying them to the sessions, many of whom have 

expressed a willingness to be involved in volunteering.  The Match Officials Association is keen to welcome 

any wish to be involved in officiating. 

 

Scoring has been an often neglected area of officiating but it is ever more important with DLS and other 

initiatives being introduced.  The feedback scorers now provide is ever more valuable and it can be very 

rewarding teaching teamwork, self-reliance and confidence which are all good attributes for any CV. 

Training for anyone wishing to be involved, whether hoping to progress to the top or to remain with their 

local team, will be provided, online or face to face, via the ECB Association of Cricket Officials. 

Cricket officiating provides a rewarding pastime for anyone wanting to watch cricket from “the best seat in 

the house”. 

 

More details can be obtained from Glyn Pearson, the Chairman of the YCB Match Officials Association at 

pearsg@aol.com 

 

mailto:pearsg@aol.com
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A great example of a new official from these target areas is Emma Lawson.  

 

Emma took her first umpiring course in 2018 

at Harrogate CC at the age of 13, before 

taking her Umpires Stage 1 and 2 at 

Caribbean CC in February, 2020. Since last 

year, she has stood in some prestigious 

matches, including: Yorkshire U13 CAG, 

Yorkshire U17 CAG, Yorkshire Diamonds RDC 

and has umpired for a full season (as full as it 

could be due to Covid-19) in the Bradford 

Premier League, where she has officiated 

with her Dad, Tony (the first Father/daughter 

pairing to do so in the Bradford League). 

 

Her last match saw her appointed to one of the Bradford League’s Covid Cup Finals, (along with Helen 

McGuire) between Sandal CC and Ossett CC, thus making the two of them the first all-female pairing to stand 

in a Bradford League cup final. Emma is also a talented left arm spinner, playing her club cricket for Saxton 

CC, whilst also representing Yorkshire in U15 CAG team. 
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Finance 
 

The financial results for the year ended 30 September 2020 are summarised below. In what has been a 

challenging year in so many ways, we are able to report a surplus for the year. 

 

Whilst the majority of our projects were in some way curtailed, we have managed to control our 

expenditure accordingly. We have also received support from many of our partners, and together with all 

staff partaking in a salary reduction scheme for a period, we have also claimed support under government 

furlough schemes. 

 

The net result is a positive surplus which will help us going forward, as we remain in a period of uncertainty.  

 

    Year ended  Year ended 

    30-Sep-20  30-Sep-19 

       

    £'000  £'000 

       
Revenue       
ECB Trust     713  470 

County Age Group and Regional Cricket 142  187 

Coach Education   69  122 

Disability    33  48 

BME/South Asian programme  33  33 

Women's Cricket   43  70 

Chance To Shine   147  383 

Club Support   50  59 

All Stars    0  152 

Other    220  6 

       
Total Revenue   1,450  1,530 

       
Directly attributable operating costs 1,101  1,346 

       
Gross Contribution   349  184 

       
Indirect Overheads   175  171 

       
Surplus / (Deficit)   174  13 

 

 


